Keywords: barks formants functional reference individuality meerkats Formants, the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract, are the key acoustic parameters underlying vowel identity in human speech. However, recent work on nonhuman animal communication systems has shown that formant variation provides potentially important information to receivers about static and dynamic attributes of callers. Meerkats, Suricata suricatta, produce broadband noisy bark vocalizations, lacking a clear fundamental frequency and harmonic structure, when they detect aerial or terrestrial predators. Here we investigated whether formants in meerkat barks have the potential to provide reliable information on caller identity and the predator context (aerial versus terrestrial predator) in which they are delivered. Acoustic analyses of naturally occurring barks and measurements of this species' vocal tract length were used to confirm that the six clear frequency bands below 15 kHz in meerkat barks represent formants. Discriminant function analyses subsequently demonstrated significant interindividual variation in the formant pattern of meerkat barks, suggesting that formants could be used by meerkats to identify conspecifics. In addition, mixed-effects models indicated that the frequency of the first formant was lower in barks produced in aerial versus terrestrial predation contexts. These results add to a growing body of literature on the potential function of formants in nonhuman animal vocal communication systems, and also imply that signalling external and referential information through such resonance frequencies, as in human language, might be more widespread in animals than previously thought.
Formants, the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract, are the key acoustic parameters underlying vowel identity in human speech. However, recent work on nonhuman animal communication systems has shown that formant variation provides potentially important information to receivers about static and dynamic attributes of callers. Meerkats, Suricata suricatta, produce broadband noisy bark vocalizations, lacking a clear fundamental frequency and harmonic structure, when they detect aerial or terrestrial predators. Here we investigated whether formants in meerkat barks have the potential to provide reliable information on caller identity and the predator context (aerial versus terrestrial predator) in which they are delivered. Acoustic analyses of naturally occurring barks and measurements of this species' vocal tract length were used to confirm that the six clear frequency bands below 15 kHz in meerkat barks represent formants. Discriminant function analyses subsequently demonstrated significant interindividual variation in the formant pattern of meerkat barks, suggesting that formants could be used by meerkats to identify conspecifics. In addition, mixed-effects models indicated that the frequency of the first formant was lower in barks produced in aerial versus terrestrial predation contexts. These results add to a growing body of literature on the potential function of formants in nonhuman animal vocal communication systems, and also imply that signalling external and referential information through such resonance frequencies, as in human language, might be more widespread in animals than previously thought. © 2014 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
The information content of animal vocalizations has been at the forefront of empirical work addressing the diversity and complexity of animal communication systems and the function of specific vocal signals (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011; Hauser, 1996) . Early research correlating phenotypic or behavioural context information with acoustic features of mammalian calls focused primarily on variation in amplitude, duration and the vibration rate of the vocal folds which determines the pitch or fundamental frequency of a vocalization (Lieberman, Klatt, & Wilson, 1969; Titze, 1994 ; see also Taylor & Reby, 2010) . Subsequent studies have attempted to deconstruct the acoustically encoded information based on whether it is related to the source (the larynx) or whether it is independently derived as the sound wave is shaped by the vocal tract resonances (so called filter-related characteristics) (Briefer, Vannoni, & McElligott, 2010; Charlton, Zhihe, & Snyder, 2010 ; see also Taylor & Reby, 2010 for a review). As with any tube of air, the supralaryngeal vocal tract has resonant modes that can generate vocal tract resonances, or formant frequencies, by amplification or dampening of specific frequencies originating from the source (Fitch, 1997; Fitch & Hauser, 1995; Riede & Zuberbuhler, 2003) . Utilizing this well-established sourceefilter framework, several mammal studies have now shown that formants are reliable cues to the caller's body size (e.g. Charlton, Ellis, Brumm, Nilsson, & Fitch, 2012; Fitch, 2000; Fitch & Reby, 2001 ) because of a close relationship between formant spacing, vocal tract length and overall body size. In addition, because formant frequency values are also affected by the shape of the vocal tract, which will vary between individuals, these spectral components of mammal vocalizations are often found to be reliable cues to individual identity (Charlton et al., 2012; Charlton, Zhihe, & Snyder, 2009; Reby, Andre-Obrecht, Galinier, Farinas, & Cargnelutti, 2006; Rendall, 2003; Soltis, Leong, & Savage, 2005) .
Research from human speech and primate vocal communication has demonstrated that the first two formants can be modulated more readily than the upper formants (which are more affected by vocal tract length; Riede & Zuberbuhler, 2003) . For example, during
